Abstract-Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are embedded systems that are tightly integrated with their physical environment. The correctness of a CPS depends on the output of its computations and on the timeliness of completing the computations. This paper proposes the ForeC language for the deterministic parallel programming of CPS applications on multi-core execution platforms. ForeC's synchronous semantics is designed to greatly simplify the understanding and debugging of parallel programs. ForeC allows programmers to express many forms of parallel patterns while ensuring that programs are amenable to static timing analysis. One of ForeC's main innovation is its shared variable semantics that provides thread isolation and deterministic thread communication. Through benchmarking, we demonstrate that ForeC can achieve better parallel performance than Esterel, a widely used synchronous language for concurrent safetycritical systems, and OpenMP, a popular desktop solution for parallel programming. We demonstrate that the worst-case execution time of ForeC programs can be estimated precisely.
Introduction
Safety-critical embedded systems must be dependable and functionally safe [1] and certified against safety standards, such as DO-178B [2] . Certification is a costly and time consuming exercise and is exacerbated by the use of multi-core processors. The correctness of a safety-critical embedded systems depends on the output of its computations and on the timeliness of completing the computations [3] in response to inputs. Thus, a key to building successful embedded systems using multi-cores is the understanding of the timing behaviors of the computations [4] . This is typically achieved with static worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis [5] and is a complex process because it depends on the underlying execution platform.
C [6] is a popular language for programming embedded systems with support for multi-threading and parallelism provided by third-party libraries, such as Pthreads [7] and OpenMP [8] . Unfortunately, these multi-threading solutions are inherently non-deterministic [9] and programmers fall into common parallel programming traps and pitfalls [10] . To help alleviate this issue, runtime environments that enforce deterministic thread scheduling and memory accesses can be used. CoreDet [11] maps all thread interactions onto a logical timeline. The program's execution alternates between parallel and serial phases. However, understanding the program's behavior at compile time remains difficult because the determinism is enforced by the runtime. Threads in CoreDet maintain their own snapshot of the shared memory state, which is resynchronized in every serial phase. This concept is used and formally defined in Concurrent revisions [12] . An alternative is to extend the C language with deterministic parallelism, such as SharC [13] , but its time predictability is unknown.
Synchronous languages [14] , such as Esterel [15] , provide an alternative by offering deterministic concurrency that is based on sound mathematical semantics, which facilitates system verification by formal methods [16] . Figure 1 depicts a synchronous program, defined as a set of concurrent threads, within its physical environment. A synchronous program reacts to inputs by producing corresponding outputs. Each reaction is triggered by a hypothetical (logical) global clock. Central to synchronous languages is the synchrony hypothesis [14] , which states that the execution of each reaction is considered to be atomic and instantaneous. Concurrent threads communicate instantaneously with each other (dashed arrows in Figure 1 ) using signals. Once the embedded system is implemented, the synchrony hypothesis is validated by ensuring that the WCET of any global tick does not exceed the minimal inter-arrival time of the inputs. This is known as worst-case reaction time analysis and techniques have been developed for multi-cores [17] , [18] . C-based synchronous languages, such as PRET-C [19] and SyncCharts in C [20] , appeal to C programmers because the learning barrier for synchronous languages is reduced. However, their inherent sequential execution semantics render them unsuitable for multi-core execution.
Synchronous programs are considerably difficult to parallelize [21] due to the need to resolve instantaneous thread communication and associated causality issues. At runtime, all potential signal emitters must be executed before all testers of a signal. If this is not possible, then a causality issue arises. Hence, concurrency is typically compiled away to produce only sequential code [22] that is then parallelized [21] , [23] . The Synchronized Distributed Executive (SynDEx) [24] approach considers communication costs when distributing code to each processing element. Yuan et al. [25] offer static and dynamic scheduling approaches for Esterel on multi-cores.
Contributions. The synchronous languages designed for the single-core era must be redesigned to address the multi-core challenges. Section 2 describes the multi-core architecture considered by this paper. We propose a C-based synchronous parallel programming language, called ForeC, for simplifying the deterministic parallel programming of embedded multi-cores. ForeC brings together the formal deterministic semantics of synchronous languages and the benefits of C's control and data structures (Section 3). A key innovation is ForeC's shared variable semantics that provides thread isolation and deterministic thread communication. Moreover, many forms of parallel programming patterns can be expressed in ForeC, such as the software pipeline design pattern in Section 4. ForeC can be compiled for direct execution on embedded multi-cores or for execution on desktop multi-cores using an operating system (Section 5). Through benchmarking in Section 6, we demonstrate that ForeC can achieve better parallel performance than Esterel and OpenMP, while being amenable to static timing analysis. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Multi-Core Architecture
The architecture of the predictable multi-core used in this paper is representative of existing predictable designs [26] . It is a homogeneous multi-core processor that we have designed using Xilinx MicroBlaze [27] cores. Each MicroBlaze core has a three-stage in-order pipeline that is free of timing anomalies and is connected to private data and instruction scratchpads. The scratchpads are statically allocated and loaded at compile time. A shared bus with TDMA arbitration connects the cores to shared resources, such as global memory and peripherals. We developed a multi-core MicroBlaze simulator for benchmarking purposes by extending an existing MicroBlaze simulator [28] to support cycle-accurate simulation, an arbitrary number of cores, and a shared bus with TDMA arbitration. We observe that the focus of the paper is not on architectural innovations for time predictability, but rather language theoretic innovations (Section 3).
The ForeC Language
ForeC inherits the benefits of synchrony, such as determinism and reactivity, along with the benefits and power of the C language, such as control and data structures. This is unlike conventional synchronous languages, which treat C as an external host language. A key goal of ForeC is in providing deterministic shared variable semantics that is agnostic to scheduling. This is essential for the reasoning and debugging of parallel programs.
Overview of ForeC
ForeC extends a safety-critical subset of C [29] with a minimal set of synchronous constructs. Although C [6] is popular for programming safety-critical embedded systems, it has unspecified and undefined behaviors. Safety-critical programmers follow strict coding guidelines [30] to help write deterministic programs that are understandable, maintainable, and easier to debug. We describe the statements, specifiers, and qualifiers allowed in the C subset:
C statements (c st): Expressions can only be constants, variables, pointers, and array elements that are composed with the logical, bitwise, relational, and arithmetic operators of C. Although the use of pointers and arrays is allowed, pointer aliasing makes static analysis difficult [31] . Thus, we assume that pointers are only assigned once. All C control statements, except goto, can be used.
C type specifiers and qualifiers: All the C primitives and qualifiers can be used. Custom data types can be defined using struct, union, and enum.
C storage class specifiers: The C typedef, extern, static, auto, and register specifiers can be used. Figure 2 gives the extended syntax of ForeC and 
Inputs are read-only and their values are updated by the environment at the start of each global tick. Outputs emit their values to the environment at the end of each global tick. The program starts its first global tick from the main thread. The main thread executes the par statement that forks its arguments (the functions t1 and t2) into two parallel child threads. The par is a blocking statement and terminates only when both its child threads terminate, i.e., join together. The child threads t1 and t2 initialize their local variables by incrementing the input values by 1. Let the values of the inputs be X=1 and Y=2 during the first global tick. Hence, thread t1 assigns a=2 and thread t2 assigns b=3. Both child threads execute a pause statement, which pauses their execution and acts as a synchronization barrier. We say that both threads have completed their local ticks. Next, the program completes its first global tick and the outputs A=0 and B=0 are emitted.
The program starts its second global tick by resuming the child threads t1 and t2 from their respective pause statements. That is, both threads begin their next local ticks. Let the values of the inputs be X=3 and Y=4 during the second global tick. Thread t1 assigns A=6 and thread t2 assigns B=12 to the output variables. Both child threads terminate, causing the par statement in the main thread to terminate. The main thread resumes its execution by reaching the end of its body and terminating. The second global tick ends and the outputs A=6 and B=12 are emitted.
3.1.2. Shared Variables. All variables in ForeC follow the scoping rules of C. By default, all variables are private and can only be accessed (read or write) by one thread throughout its scope. To allow a variable to be accessed by multiple threads, it must be declared as a shared variable by using the shared type qualifier. Thus, any misuse of private variables are easy to detect at compile time. The semantics for shared variables permit them to be accessed deterministically in parallel, without needing the programmer to explicitly use mutual exclusion. We modify our program by making the child threads t1 and t2 share the variable x: i n p u t i n t X, Y; output i n t A= 0 ;
shared i n t x=1 combine a l l with p l u s ;
e t u r n ( t h 1 + t h 2 ) ; }
The main thread now declares a shared variable called x. C's call by reference is used to pass x to the child threads. When the child threads start their local tick, they each create a local copy of x. When the child threads need to access x, they access their copy of x instead. Hence, their copies of x remain distinct from the shared variable x declared in the main thread. The changes made by one thread cannot be observed by any other, yielding mutual exclusion and thread isolation. Thread isolation minimizes the need to serialize parallel accesses to shared variables, thereby maximizing runtime parallelism. This is key to enhancing execution performance and is unlike conventional synchronousreactive languages [21] . Moreover, only sequential reasoning is needed within the thread's local tick. Next, let the values of the inputs be X=1 and Y=2 during the first global tick. Threads t1 and t2 assign 2 and 3, respectively, to their local copies of x before pausing. The first global tick ends and the local copies of x are automatically combined into a single value by a programmer-specified combine function. The combine function for the shared variable x is plus, specified in the combine clause of its declaration. Thus, the combined value of both copies is plus(2,3)=5 and is assigned to the shared variable x. We call the combined value that is assigned to the shared variable the resynchronized value and call the process of updating the shared variable as resynchronizing. Resynchronizing shared variables at the end of each global tick ensures deterministic outputs at the Expressions: end of each global tick. Finally, the first global tick ends and the output A=0 is emitted. When the program starts its second global tick, the child threads start their next local ticks by creating a local copy of x. Their copies are initialized with x's resynchronized value of 5. Let the values of the inputs be X=3 and Y=4 during the second global tick. Threads t1 and t2 assign 15 and 20, respectively, to their local copies of x and terminate. When all the child threads of a par terminate, their local copies are automatically combined and assigned to their parent thread. In this case, the combined value of both copies is plus (15, 20) =35. The main thread resumes and assigns the combined value of x to the output A and then terminates. The second global ends and the output A=35 is emitted.
Combine Functions and Policies. The signature of any combine function is
The two input parameters are the two copies to be combined. A combine function is invoked multiple times when more than two copies need to be combined, e.g.,
. Combine functions must be deterministic, associative, and commutative. That is, they produce the same outputs from the same inputs, regardless of previous invocations and how the copies are ordered or grouped. ForeC's combine functions are inspired by Esterel [15] but similar solutions can be found in other parallel programming frameworks, e.g., OpenMP's reduction operators [8] . Solutions developed for these frameworks could be reworked into ForeC combine functions and policies.
It may be useful to ignore some of the copies when resynchronizing a shared variable. This is achieved by specifying a combine policy that determines what copies will be ignored. The combine policies are new, mod, and all and they are used in the combine clause during variable declaration, e.g., combine new with. The new policy ignores the copies that have the same value as their shared variable's resynchronized value. The mod policy ignores the copies that were not assigned a value during the global tick. The default policy is all where no copies are ignored. Note that the combine function is not invoked when only one copy remains. Instead, that copy is resynchronized value.
3.1.4. Preemption. Inspired by Esterel [15] , the abort st when (exp) statement provides preemption, which is the termination of the abort body st when the condition exp evaluates to true. Preemption can be used to model hierarchical state machines succinctly. The condition exp must be a side-effect free expression produced from the syntax shown in Figure 3 . The program below is an example of a non-immediate and strong abort:
abort { x = 2; pause ; x = 3; pause ; x = 4; } when ( x>2) ; } After initializing variable x to 1, execution reaches the abort. x=2 is executed and then the first global tick ends. At the start of the second global tick (and at each subsequent global tick), the preemption condition is evaluated before the abort body can execute. This allows shared variables in the condition to be evaluated with their resynchronized value. If the preemption condition evaluates to true (any non-zero value following the C convention), then the abort terminates without executing its body. For this abort example, the preemption condition is true at the start of the third global tick, as x=3. An abort will also terminate when execution reaches the end of its body.
Like Esterel, the optional weak and immediate keywords change the temporal behavior of the preemptions. The weak keyword delays the termination of the abort body until the body cannot execute any further, e.g., reaches a pause statement. The following is an example of a nonimmediate and weak abort:
weak abort { x = 2; pause ; x = 3; pause ; x = 4; pause ; } when ( x>2) ; } Here, although the preemption condition is true at the start of the third global tick, the termination of the abort is delayed until the third pause is reached.
The immediate keyword allows the abort to terminate immediately as soon as execution reaches it for the first time. The following is an example of an immediate and strong abort:
abort { x = 2; pause ; x = 3; pause ; x = 4; } when immediate ( x>2) ; } Here, the initial value of x is 3, meaning that the preemption condition is true when execution first reaches the abort. Hence, the abort body is not executed at all.
Lastly, both the weak and immediate keywords can be used together to define an immediate and weak abort:
i n t x = 3; weak abort { x = 2; pause ; x = 3; pause ; x = 4; } when immediate ( x>2) ; } Here, the preemption condition is true when execution first reaches the abort. However, the termination of the abort is delayed until the first pause is reached.
Comparison with Esterel and Concurrent Revisions
This section compares ForeC with Esterel [15] and Concurrent revisions [12] . Concurrent revisions is a programming model that supports the forking and joining of asynchronous threads. When a thread is forked, it creates a snapshot of the shared variables. Changes performed by the thread are applied to its snapshot, thus, ensuring thread isolation. The snapshots are merged together using a deterministic merge function when the threads join. The merge function always considers all the copies, i.e., equivalent to ForeC's combine policy all. Thread communication is, therefore, always delayed until the child threads join. In contrast, ForeC threads may execute over several global ticks and thread communication is only delayed to the end of each global tick. Esterel threads communicate instantaneously by emitting and receiving signals during each global tick. Signal emissions may have associated values that must be combined using a programmer-specified combine function before the signal can be read. Esterel's combine function only considers the emitted values, i.e., equivalent to ForeC's combine policy mod.
In Concurrent revisions, the parent thread can execute alongside its children and, e.g., fork more threads in response to higher input workloads. This is not the case with ForeC and Esterel because the parent thread blocks until of all its children have joined. The commutativity and associativity of ForeC, Esterel, and Concurrent revisions' parallel construct depends on the commutativity and associativity of their combine and merge functions, respectively.
Preemptions in Esterel are triggered instantaneously by instantaneous signal communication. However, preemptions in ForeC are triggered after a delay of one global tick because preemption conditions are evaluated using values computed in the previous global tick. Concurrent revisions does not support preemptions. Esterel programs may be non-causal [14] because of instantaneous feedback cycles. Thanks to delayed communication, programs in ForeC and Concurrent revisions are always causal by construction.
Software Pipeline Design Pattern in ForeC
Design patterns [32] are reusable templates that programmers can use to solve recurring problems of any size and achieve high execution performance. For example, the software pipeline pattern [32] solves the problem of needing to process an audio or video data stream in stages. An instance of this pattern in ForeC is given in Figure 4 . The data processing is broken down into pipeline stages that work in parallel on different chunks of the data stream. The pattern forks a thread for each pipeline stage. Each stage gets a chunk of data, processes the data, and passes the result to i n p u t i n t i n ; output i n t o u t ; shared i n t s1 =0 , s2 = 0 ;
par ( s t a g e 1 ( ) , par ( s t a g e 2 ( ) , s t a g e 3 ( ) ) ) ; the next stage. This is repeated until the data stream ends. Data is passed from each stage using shared variables.
The explicit use of buffers is not needed because threads always work on local copies of the shared variables. The pipeline is synchronous because the stages pause before processing their next chunk of data. Hence, the throughput is determined by the slowest pipeline stage. To initialize the pipeline correctly, each stage must wait for their initial chunk of data. The waiting is achieved by placing, at the start of the threads, a number of pause statements equal to the number of preceding stages. The stages execute in parallel after all have waited for their initial chunk of data.
Compiling ForeC for Parallel Execution
The ForeC compiler generates statically scheduled code for direct execution on a predictable parallel architecture described in Section 2. The aim is to generate performant code that is amenable to static timing analysis. The compiler translates the ForeC statements into equivalent C code and generates thread scheduling routines for each core. The programmer statically allocates the threads to the cores and passes the allocations into the compiler. Based on the allocations, the compiler defines a total order for all the threads, using on a depth-first traversal of the program's control-flow graph. A static and non-preemptive (cooperative) schedule is created for each core, encoded as a doubly linked list, similar to the approach of the Columbia Esterel Compiler [22] . Each thread is represented as a node in the linked list of its allocated core. The node stores the thread's continuation point (a program counter) and links to the threads (nodes) that are scheduled before and after it. The initial continuation point of a thread is the start of its body. Each core begins its execution by jumping to the continuation point of the first thread in its linked list. The thread executes without interruption until it reaches a context-switching point: a par or pause statement, or the end of its body. At this point, the thread stores its next continuation point into its node and jumps to the continuation point in the next node. Thus, inserting or removing a thread or routine from the list controls whether it is included or excluded, respectively, from execution.
A problem with encoding the static schedule as a linked list is that the global tick in which threads fork and join can only be determined at runtime. This means that threads need to be inserted or removed from the linked lists whenever they are forked or whenever they terminate. This is managed by inserting synchronization routines into the linked lists that send and receive scheduling information between cores at runtime. For example, when a parent thread on one core reaches a par, the other cores receive this information via their synchronization routines and will insert the newly forked threads into their linked lists. The notion of a global tick is preserved by ending each linked list with a global tick synchronization routine that implements barrier synchronization. One core is nominated to perform the following housekeeping tasks: resynchronizing the shared variables, emitting the outputs, and sampling the inputs.
Shared variables are hoisted up to the program's global scope to allow all cores to access them. The copies of shared variables are implemented as unique global variables. In each thread, all shared variable accesses are replaced by accesses to their copies.
Benchmarks
This section begins by evaluating the static worst-case reaction time (WCRT) analysis of ForeC programs. We have previously shown [18] that the WCRT of ForeC programs could be estimated to a high degree of precision, which is very useful for implementing real-time embedded systems. Further, we provide a performance comparison between ForeC and Esterel. Although ForeC has been designed with embedded multi-cores in mind, we believe that the ForeC language can be applied to the deterministic parallel programming of desktop multi-cores. Performant parallel programs can be achieved by using parallel design patterns within a synchronous language, like ForeC. We evaluate this hypothesis with a performance comparison to OpenMP, a popular desktop solution for parallel programming that primarily exploits loop data parallelism.
Time Predictability
ForeC is amenable to static timing analysis because we implement all language features using static scheduling. Additionally, bounded loops are used to ensure bounded execution times, synchronous preemption is used instead of (asynchronous) hardware interrupts, and threads execute in isolation thanks to the shared variable semantics. Our C++ ForeCast tool [18] statically analyzes the WCRT of ForeC programs on embedded multi-cores. This section highlights our key findings [18] for the MicroBlaze multi-core simulator described in Section 2, with the configuration shown in Figure 5 . The 802.11a [33] benchmark is production code from Nokia, that tests various signal processing algorithms needed to decode 802.11a data transmissions. 802.11a has complex data and control dominated computations, comprised of 2147 lines of ForeC code that forks 26 threads, of which up to 10 can execute in parallel. 802.11a was distributed on up to 10 cores and ForeCast computed the WCRT of each distribution. To evaluate the precision of the computed WCRTs, 802.11a was executed by the multicore simulator for one million reactions unless the program terminated. Test vectors were generated to elicit the worstcase execution path by studying the program's control-flow. The simulator reported the execution time of each global tick and the longest was taken as the observed WCRT. The observed and computed WCRTs of 802.11a are plotted as a line graph in Figure 6 . This graph shows that ForeCast is very precise, even as the number of cores increased. ForeCast computed WCRTs that were only 3.2% longer than the observed WCRTs. Similar levels of precision have been demonstrated with other benchmark programs [18] . The computed WCRTs of 802.11a in Figure 6 also reflect the benefit of multi-core execution. The computed WCRT decreased when the number of cores increased from one to five. The computed WCRT at five cores corresponded to the execution time of one thread that was already allocated to its own core. Thus, the WCRT could not be improved by distributing the remaining threads. The WCRT increased after five cores because of increased scheduling overheads and global memory access times. Ju et al. [17] offer the only other known static WCRT analysis approach for synchronous programs on multi-cores. Unfortunately, we cannot compare with that work because their results are only for a four core system with no precision results reported.
Comparison with Esterel
The dynamic scheduling approach by Yuan et al. [25] for Esterel programs has been shown to perform well on a The same input vector was given to each version to ensure that the same computations were performed. The MicroBlaze simulator returns the execution time when a program terminates. Table 2 shows the speedups achieved by ForeC and Esterel when the benchmark programs were executed on four cores. Speedup is calculated as:
Execution time of single-threaded C Execution time of P
where P is the ForeC or Esterel version of the benchmark program being tested. Except for MatrixMultiply, ForeC shows superior performance than Esterel, even though Esterel uses dynamic scheduling with hardware acceleration. For Esterel, all possible signal emitters must execute before any signal consumers and this invariant is achieved using a signal locking protocol [25] 
Comparison with OpenMP
We extended the ForeC compiler to target desktop multicores running an operating system. For each core, the compiler creates a Pthread [7] to run its static thread schedule. Hence, a fixed pool of Pthreads executes the ForeC threads, so the cost of creating each Pthread is only incurred once. Although the Pthreads are dynamically scheduled by the operating system, the original ForeC threads follow their Single-threaded C, ForeC, and OpenMP versions of each benchmark program were created and handcrafted for best performance. For the ForeC versions, FmRadio used the software pipeline and fork-join patterns and Lzss used the fork-join pattern. The Intel VTune Amplifier XE [34] software helped identify areas of code that could be parallelized for the OpenMP versions of the benchmarks. Benchmarking was carried out on a 3.4 Ghz four-core Intel Core-i5 3570 desktop running Linux 3.6 with 8 GB of RAM. HyperThreading, Turbo Boost, and SpeedStep were disabled. The benchmarks were compiled with GCC-4.8 -O2. Table 3 shows the average speedups achieved by ForeC and OpenMP. Speedups were calculated using equation (1) . Although ForeC and OpenMP achieved a speedup of between two and four, ForeC demonstrates greater speedup than OpenMP in these preliminary results. Dynamic and static thread scheduling pragmas were used in the OpenMP versions and dynamic scheduling does introduce slight overheads, especially thread locking, but these overheads should be amortized over the overall run of the benchmarks. This scheduling approach of OpenMP contrasts with the ForeC approach, where all work scheduling is static and determined automatically by the ForeC compiler.
Conclusions
This paper introduced the ForeC language that enables the deterministic parallel programming of multi-cores. The language features of ForeC help bridge the differences between synchronous-reactive programming and generalpurpose parallel programming. The local copying of shared variables ensures thread isolation and determinism, while minimizing the need to serialize parallel accesses to shared variables. The behavior of shared variables can be tailored to the application at hand by specifying suitable combine functions and policies. A critical comparison showed that ForeC combines the benefits offered by synchronous languages with those offered by deterministic runtime solutions. To the best of our knowledge, no other synchronous language achieves parallel execution and time predictability similar to ForeC. For future work, the ForeC compiler could be improved to generate more efficient code that remains amenable to static timing analysis. In particular, different static scheduling strategies could be explored for different parallel programming patterns. The allocation of ForeC threads could be refined automatically by feeding ForeCast's WCRT analysis results back into the ForeC compiler.
